
 
Textures

Exterior inspirations using  
colour, textures & schemes

®



 Dulux Self-Destruct 
FULL COVER ROLL ON

 Dulux Light Leather 
FINE COVER

 Dulux Yarwood 
MEDIUM COVER



Luxurious finish, 
lasting charm.

The Dulux Textures range is a 
beautiful collection of long-lasting 
exterior textures, designed to give 
you total creative control over your 
outdoor DIY projects. 

With Dulux Texture Fine Cover,  
Medium Cover, Full Cover Roll On 
and our exclusive Tuscan and Rock 
finishes, it’s now easy for you to  
create vibrant, sophisticated outdoor 
living areas as unique and inviting 
as your interiors.

Demonstrational videos on how to  
apply the product are available on the 
Dulux website: www.dulux.com.au

 Dulux Fiji Sands 
FINE COVER

 Dulux Classic Suede  
TUSCAN

 Dulux Knapsack 
MEDIUM COVER

 Dulux Raku 
FINE COVER

 Dulux Sago Half 
FINE COVER
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Tuscan

Suede Nouveau H3 Pristine Sand H2 Thatched Grass H7 Classic Suede H5 Swiss Pear H17 Brazillian Bean H21

Copper H6 Latte H22 Natural Wheat H1 Pistachio Mousse H10 Zoe’s Garden H20 Creek Bank H25

Lava Crust Taurus Red Faux Leather H19 Blue Ghost Charcoal Mist Pompeii Ash H24

Inspired by the sun-soaked hills of Northern Italy, Dulux Texture Tuscan™delivers a  
rustic, soft-washed effect in the most popular colours. Rich umbers and earthy olives 
set the mood for relaxed living, with warm inviting colours like Lava Crust and Natural 
Wheat creating spaces ready-made for perfect alfresco dining.

 Dulux Lava Crust 
TUSCAN

The colours shown above have been specially formulated for Dulux Texture Tuscan, using other Dulux colours will lead to colour variation. Colours shown are as close as possible to 
actual paint colours. Please note: Due to the limitations of the printing process the images featured throughout the booklet may not represent the true colour, always confirm your 
final colour selection with a Dulux Colour Chip or Dulux Sample Pot available at your nearest Dulux stockist. 

T Tuscan
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Rock

European Stone F4 Pebble Dash F8 Bollard Brown F14 Weathered Rock F16 Oyster Farm F22 Rocky Dam F28

Nuggetty F5 Stoney Retreat F10 Thistle Ridge F18 Crikey Khaki F11 Green Haven F17 Croc Ridge F29

Bonza Blue F21 Blueberry Way F27 Anglers Dream F3 Wild Rivers F15 Apollo Grey F9 Charcoal Wash F30

Transform your everyday exterior into a bold backdrop for urban entertaining. With a 
subtle, light grain texture and colours including Weathered Rock and European Stone, 
Dulux Texture Rock™ delivers a superfine sand finish, making it easy for you to create 
striking, rock-textured features for your existing walls.

 Dulux European Stone 
ROCK

The colours shown above have been specially formulated for Dulux Texture Rock, using other Dulux colours will lead to colour variation. Colours shown are as close as possible to 
actual paint colours. Please note: Due to the limitations of the printing process the images featured throughout the booklet may not represent the true colour, always confirm your 
final colour selection with a Dulux Colour Chip, available at your nearest Dulux stockist.

R Rock
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Perfect textures  
in a spectrum  
of colours.
Dulux Texture Fine Cover, Medium Cover 
and Full Cover Roll On make it easy for you 
to choose the colour, texture and finish 
perfectly suited to your outdoor project.

With a huge range of popular Dulux colours 
that can be tinted into a variety of textures, 
Dulux Texture makes it easy for you to create 
the perfect look and feel for your outdoor spaces.

 Dulux Pale Earth 
FULL COVER ROLL ON



Dieskau GR12 Meniscus GR15 Simone Weil GR20 Timeless Grey GR23 Tranquil Retreat GR24 Pale Tendril A228

Silkwort GR12 Stepney GR11 Guild Grey GR20 Teahouse GR23 Endless Dusk GR24 Moorland A251

Flooded Gum GR12 Malay Grey GR11 Leadman GR14 Raku GR11 Western Myall GR23 Army Greens A251

Welcome Home

Our most popular easy-living colours are now available in a range of textures and 
finishes. Apply Dulux Texture in inviting colours like Tranquil Retreat and Teahouse  
to add instant charm and appeal to your home’s entryways and exteriors.

 Dulux Tall Ships

 Dulux Dieskau 
MEDIUM COVER

 Dulux Vivid White

 Dulux Leadman 
FULL COVER ROLL ON

Colour chips represented above are in Fine Cover and also available in Medium Cover & Full Cover Roll On. Colours shown are as close as possible to actual paint colours. 
Please note: Due to the limitations of the printing process the images featured throughout the booklet may not represent the true colour, always confirm your final colour selection 
with a Dulux Colour Chip or Dulux Sample Pot, available at your nearest Dulux stockist.
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FC Fine Cover MC Medium Cover RO Full Cover Roll On

 Dulux Design Chalkboard



Urban Oasis

Grand Piano A204 Garden Picket A185 Vast Escape A212 Pre School A372 Sell Out A371 Tinker GR17

Ecru A189 Beaten Track A200 Gypsy Canvas A212 Ocean Surf A356 Enterprise A371 Signature GR17

Hog Bristle A180 Ginger Crunch A173 Wheatmeal A200 Winner’s Circle A356 Rainmaker A371 Grid GR17

Creating a poolside or courtyard oasis is a breeze with Dulux Texture.  
Using Dulux Texture Fine Cover™ in uplifting shades like Ocean Surf and Rainmaker 
illuminates your exterior walls and infuses your outdoor areas with cool light.

 Dulux Vast Escape 
MEDIUM COVER

 Dulux Gypsy Canvas 
FINE COVER

Colour chips represented above are in Fine Cover and also available in Medium Cover & Full Cover Roll On. Colours shown are as close as possible to actual paint colours. 
Please note: Due to the limitations of the printing process the images featured throughout the booklet may not represent the true colour, always confirm your final colour selection 
with a Dulux Colour Chip or Dulux Sample Pot, available at your nearest Dulux stockist.

FC Fine Cover MC Medium Cover RO Full Cover Roll On
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Sanctuary

Escape the pressures of everyday living and retreat into your own private sanctuary 
with colours like Antique and Signature. The Dulux Texture range provides earthy, 
natural shades with luxurious finishes perfect for creating balance and harmony 
between your indoor and outdoor rooms.

Birdseed A149 Warm Neutral A164 Bedbox A155 Oyster Linen A215 Musing GR3 Mallard Grey GR2

Burnside A149 Tapestry Beige A167 Deep Bamboo A164 Antique A215 Pommier GR3 Purple Empire A431 

Soft Suede A158 Arava A164 Braid A155 Bronze Fig A215 Wild Dove GR2 Yarwood GR2

 Dulux Antique 
MEDIUM COVER Dulux Weathershield Signature

Colour chips represented above are in Medium Cover and also available in Fine Cover & Full Cover Roll On. Colours shown are as close as possible to actual paint colours. 
Please note: Due to the limitations of the printing process the images featured throughout the booklet may not represent the true colour, always confirm your final colour selection 
with a Dulux Colour Chip or Dulux Sample Pot, available at your nearest Dulux stockist.

FC Fine Cover MC Medium Cover RO Full Cover Roll On
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Simply Sophisticated

Shetland Lace A153 Sago B30 Sandy Day B36 Sago Half B29 Beige Royal A192 Puppy A155

Camel Hide A128 Recycled A140 Tavern A131 Net Worker A119 Light Leather A167 Toffee Fingers A143

Yardbird A128 Spiced Nutmeg A131 Grapple A119 Havana A131 Sea Elephant A143 Ceylonese A167

Clean lines and crisp neutrals create a stylish outdoor living space, tailor made 
for sunny Sunday brunch. Achieve a classic rendered effect by using Dulux Texture 
colours like Light Leather or Beige Royal. Complete the look with rustic furnishings 
to create the perfect outdoor entertaining area.

 Dulux Light Leather 
FULL COVER ROLL ON

 Dulux Weathershield Beige Royal

Colour chips represented above are in Full Cover Roll On and also available in Fine Cover & Medium Cover. Colours shown are as close as possible to actual paint colours. 
Please note: Due to the limitations of the printing process the images featured throughout the booklet may not represent the true colour, always confirm your final colour 
selection with a Dulux Colour Chip or Dulux Sample Pot, available at your nearest Dulux stockist.

FC Fine Cover MC Medium Cover RO Full Cover Roll On
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Project Ideas
Garden Initiative

Colorbond ® - matches in Texture

Little details make 
a big impact

Holiday at home

Evening Haze C27 Sandbank C7 Jasper C17 Wilderness C10 Torres Blue C9 Ironstone C19

Instantly transform garden areas with a textured retaining wall. 
Dulux Texture delivers a perfect, long lasting rendered finish 
in a range of colours to complement the natural environment. Want to get noticed? Try adding contrasting 

textures to exterior walls and surfaces with 
Dulux Texture. It’s a simple and effective way 
to make your outdoors outstanding.

For a fun effect, add bold detail by simply 
painting your choice of colour in Dulux 
Weathershield® over your Dulux Texture. 
Then sit back, relax and kick off your 
shoes knowing you’ll have a superior 
rendered finish come rain, hail or shine.

 Dulux Shetland Lace 
FINE COVER 

 Dulux Toffee Fingers 
FINE COVER

 Dulux Weathershield Red Stop

 Dulux Recycled 
FINE COVER
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 Dulux Havana 
MEDIUM COVER



How to Apply
12

Tuscan
Dulux Texture Tuscan™ creates the soft washed look of Tuscany that is easy 
to apply and will not streak from water staining. For a true Tuscan look, 
use a roller on the first coat and for the second coat use a wide brush in 
random crisscross strokes; for a smoother effect use a roller for both coats. 
Dulux Texture Tuscan has a soft texture profile for feature decoration of wall 
surfaces, evoking a natural ambience reminiscent of Tuscany.

1 2 3 4

Stir contents with 
a broad flat paddle 
using an up and down 
scooping motion.

Using a brush, ensure you 
cut into areas that aren’t 
accessible by a roller.

Apply the first coat  
with a roller or a brush  
if preferred. Allow  
4 hours dry time  
before recoating. 

The second and final  
coat should be applied 
with a wide brush in 
random criss cross 
brush strokes to achieve 
the ‘washed’ effect.

If a smoother look  
is preferred, simply  
apply using a roller. 

Rock
Dulux Texture Rock™ is a water based paint, which creates a light  
rock finish. Apply the first coat of Dulux Texture Rock™ with a wide brush or 
roller. The second and final coat must be applied with a wide brush in random 
crisscross strokes to achieve this textured effect. Dulux Texture Rock™ has a 
subtle light grain texture profile for feature decoration of wall surfaces.

1 2 3

Stir contents with 
a broad flat paddle 
using an up and down 
scooping motion.

Using a brush, ensure you 
cut into areas that aren’t 
accessible by a roller.

Apply the first coat  
with a roller or a brush  
if preferred. Allow  
4 hours dry time  
before recoating. 

The second and final  
coat must be applied 
with a wide brush in 
random criss cross 
brush strokes to achieve 
the textured effect.



Fine Cover
Dulux Texture Fine Cover™ is a flexible acrylic texture paint for 
application to bricks, cement render, fibre cement and masonry. 
Applied with either a conventional paint roller to create a fine sandy 
effect or with a texture roller to achieve a bolder style. Dulux Texture 
Fine Cover provides a light relief texture profile for feature decoration 
of wall surfaces.

1
Applying 1 coat of Dulux Texture Primer™ is 
recommended to condition the surface and aid 
application of successive coats. Areas that aren’t 
accessible by roller, should be cut in with a brush.

Apply 1 coat of Dulux Texture Primer with a roller 
and allow 4 hours dry time before applying 
Dulux Texture Fine Cover.

2
Stir contents of Dulux Texture Fine Cover with a broad flat paddle using an up 
and down scooping motion. Pour contents into a roller tray. Using a brush, 
ensure you cut into areas that aren’t accessible by a roller. Feather out with 
the brush to avoid thick straight edged lines.

3
Generously load the roller with Dulux Texture Fine Cover and apply from the 
ground upwards in vertical strips of approximately ½-1m in length. Reload 
the roller after each strip and repeat until a manageable section has been 
delivered. Apply a fresh strip of wet material to create a ‘working wet edge’ 
then ‘lay off’ the previously spread area. Finish all areas in the same direction.

4
Allow the surface to dry for 4 hours before recoating.

Repeat Step 3 process: 

• Delivering 3-4 full roller strips 
• Spreading the strips out evenly 
• Delivering a fresh strip to create a working wet edge 
• Laying off the spread area
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Visit www.dulux.com.au to view videos on how to apply each Dulux Texture  
product, plus downloadable instructions and checklists of items required.



Medium Cover
Dulux Texture Medium Cover™ is a flexible acrylic texture applied 
directly from the bucket by mitt applicator to bricks, cement render, 
fibre cement and masonry surfaces. A range of effects can be easily 
achieved by finishing with a hand mitt applicator, sponge, brush or 
broom. This traditional “bagging texture” is used to create a coloured 
mottled appearance over brickwork, diffusing, but not completely 
hiding the brick pattern. It can also be used to create a textured effect 
over smooth masonry surfaces.

Applying 1 coat of Dulux Texture Primer™ with a roller is 
recommended to condition the surface and aid application 
of successive coats. Areas that aren’t accessible by 
roller, should be cut in with a brush. Apply 1 coat of 
Dulux Texture Primer with a roller and allow 4 hours 
dry time before applying Dulux Texture Medium Cover.

3

2

1

Stir contents of Dulux Texture Medium Cover with a broad flat paddle using 
an up and down scooping motion. Using a brush, ensure you cut in to areas 
that aren’t as accessible with a hand mitt.

Scoop Dulux Texture Medium Cover directly from the 
bucket using a lambswool hand mitt applicator. Apply 
to the wall, working the material into highs and lows 
and broadly across the surface in random circular 
patterns. Apply more material into low areas as 
required. Allow the surface to dry for 4 hours before 
applying a second coat. 

4

A second coat is 
recommended by 
repeating Step 3. For a 
medium texture style, 
squeeze excess material 
from the mitt applicator 
and finish in random 
sweeping strokes to leave 
a distressed bagging 
textured pattern.

Alternatively, for a coarse 
texture style, using a stiff 
bristled brush or broom, 
finish in a random 
sweeping pattern or 
criss-cross technique 
to your desired style.

For a finer texture style, allow the material on the 
wall to firm slightly but not skin. Using a clean  
closed cell sponge and a bucket of clean water,  
lightly smooth applied material to leave a ‘softened’ 
texture. Continuously clean the sponge in the water 
bucket to remove excess material.

NOTE: Dulux Texture Medium Cover must be applied much more heavily than 
paint. Do not overspread.

BRUSHMITT SPONGE
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Full Cover Roll On
Dulux Texture Full Cover Roll On™ is a flexible acrylic texture producing  
a flattened render finish. This traditional render texture is able to fill 
and level brick mortar joints and other surface imperfections.  
Dulux Texture Full Cover Roll On uses a special Full Cover Texture Roller™ 

that enables higher build applications for faster delivery and levelling. 
Once applied by roller, the material is float trowelled and levelled 
to a traditional render style.

Applying 1 coat of Dulux Texture Primer™ is recommended 
to condition the surface and aid application of successive 
coats. Areas that aren’t accessible by roller, should be 
cut in with a brush. Apply 1 coat of Dulux Texture Primer 
with a roller and allow 4 hours dry time before applying 
Dulux Texture Full Cover Roll On.

2
Stir contents of Dulux Texture Full Cover Roll On with 
a broad flat paddle using an up and down scooping 
motion. Pour contents into a deep roller bucket 
or tray. Using a Full Cover Texture Roller, load the 
roller, then deliver material to the wall in vertical 
strips to ½ to ¾ metre from the ground upwards with 
a smooth steady action. Avoid rolling downwards 
as excess material may fall from the roller. 
After 4-5 roller widths have been applied the levelling 
process should be commenced.

3
Levelling must continue before the skin dries. Working from the ground upwards, 
hold the plastic float against the surface so that the leading edge is raised 
and angled at approximately 45 degrees. This process can be done in pairs, 
with one person levelling as the other continues delivering product to the wall. 
Push the material across the surface to fill joints and low spots. This process 
should broadly distribute and level the roller applied texture before it sets. 

4
Finishing must continue before the skin dries. Finish (float) the levelled area 
in circular strokes to further fill and even out material. Use harder pressure 
to fill low spots. Work in larger, lighter strokes as material levels out. Use a 
clean bucket of water and a sponge to clean and keep the plastic float moist.

1

NOTE: Dulux Texture Full Cover Roll On is applied up to 10 times thicker than normal paint with the specially 
designed Full Cover Texture Roller. First coat application over brick walls will primarily fill joints and may 
require subsequent application to fully hide the brick outline. Prefilling and levelling deep mortar joints with 
a suitable grouting, cement or render will lessen the number of coats required.
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Remember, only Dulux paint is formulated for tinting to the exact 
Dulux colours you select. 

Dulux Customer Service: 13 25 25
www.dulux.com.au

Colours shown are as close as possible to actual paint colours. Please note: 
due to the limitations of the printing process, photographic and printed images may 
not represent the true colour. Always confirm your colour choice with Dulux Colour Chips.

Thanks to Pond Art, Bonnie and Neil, Scout House, Freedom Furniture and Metricon Homes. 

Dulux Australia 
1956 Dandenong Road Clayton, Victoria 3168 Australia 

®Dulux, Worth doing, worth Dulux, Weathershield, the sheep dog and the Squares Device 
are registered trade marks. ™Texture Tuscan, Texture Rock, Texture Fine Cover, Texture 
Medium Cover, Texture Full Cover Roll On, Texture Primer and Full Cover Texture Roller 
are trade marks of DuluxGroup (Australia) Pty Ltd. ®Colorbond is a registered trade mark  
of BlueScope Steel Ltd.

Tuscan
• Soft look of Tuscany
• Adds dimension to walls
• Roller or brush applied

Rock
• Light rock finish
• Stylish textured effect
• Roller or brush applied

Fine Cover
• Light texture finish
• Fine sand effect
• Nap or texture roller applied

Texture Range
Dulux Lava Crust Dulux Rocky Dam

Medium Cover
• Bagged render finish
• Achieve multiple effects
• Hand mitt applied

Full Cover Roll On
• Traditional render finish
• Fills brick mortar joints
• Roller and float applied

Texture Primer
• Superior adhesion
• Fills surface imperfections
• Assists application of Texture top coat

Dulux Handmade Linen Dulux Nile Clay

Dulux Posey Blue

Front cover featured colours: 

 Dulux Self-Destruct  Dulux Tapestry Beige  Dulux Red Terra
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